
Design with LED Technology for Interior Designers 
 
This unit will discuss LED technology from the point of view of an Interior Designer and a custom LED lighting fabricator. 
LED lighting technology applications will be showcased in a variety of Interior Design projects, residential and commercial, 
by Paris K Interior Design. They will be analyzed for their availability, affordability and applicability in various design 
scenarios. A discussion will follow to help audience understand the difficulties still to be surpassed, but also abundance of 
available custom led light options an Interior Designer or Architect has in the market place today. 

 
Paris Kostopoulos, Paris K Interior Design 
After working along Industry notable designers such as Jeffrey Bilhuber, Susan Orsini and Richard 
Mervis, Paris Kostopoulos founded Paris K Interior Design in 2001. He has since completed various 
hi-end residential and commercial projects in the New York Metropolitan area. 
 
Paris Kostopoulos used lighting extensively in his projects implementing LED technology early on in 
his career and has strived to push the boundaries of conventional design and construction 
methods in every project he delivers to his clients. 
 

In addition, he served as the Operations Manager for the Department of the "Look of the Games", for the Organizing 
Committee for the Olympic Games Athens 2004 and as a consultant to the same department of the Organizing 
Committee for the Winter Olympic Games, Torino, Italy, Oct 2004 – Jan 2006. 
 
Education: 
Pratt Institute, June 1992, New York, NY. Master of Industrial Design (M.I.D.). 
Technological Educational Institute, June 1988, (T.E.I.), Athens, Greece. Bachelor of Art in Interior Design. 
New York University, Summer 1999, Project/Construction Management. 
 
 

Andrew Shabica, Modulightor 
With 20+ years in the industry Andrew has had his fair share of small to large scale projects, 
residential to commercial, kitchens to airports, standard to custom. His ethos is to help 
understand the mechanics and science behind the curtains then execute the solution through 
resources acquired over his career. 
 
Resources include agencies, designers, architects, consultants, and subject matter experts specific 
to the job at hand. He also works closely with engineers, fabricators and manufacturers around 
the globe. He has a keen understanding of all aspects including componentry through architecture 

and installation.  Anything can be designed and built.     
 
Education: 
Bachelor of Science Industrial Design / Materials and Process 
NESA 
  



Assessing Connected Lighting Systems: What Works and How Do We Know? 

For the last two years, The Next Generation Lighting Systems program has been assessing the actual installation, 
commissioning, and performance of “easy to install” connected lighting systems. This year, we report on observed and 
measured lighting and control performance, as well as user operation of the controls, for twelve systems installed in New 
York City. 

Each system was designed to meet lighting and energy code requirements and installed to light its own space, making this 
the most robust evaluation of its kind. The evaluated systems that will be covered in the presentation include troffers, 
pendants and conversion kits, with luminaire-integrated and external control approaches. 

Using evaluation notes, illuminance and luminance measurements, and “action” photography, and video clips, members 
of the Next Generation Lighting Systems (NGLS) evaluation team discuss what we learned – and what we didn’t. We will 
also identify key next steps – technical, design and communication – in the process of making lighting controls a larger 
and more effective part of the larger lighting market. 

Ruth Taylor, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
Ruth Taylor currently serves as a project manager on the Advanced Lighting Team at the Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) where she contributes to a number of projects focused on the 
application and development of solid-state lighting (SSL). She began her career at PNNL in 1984 and 
has managed a number of projects for the Department of Energy including the outreach and 
deployment activities for the Building Energy Codes Program (BECP), the Commercial Lighting 
Solutions web tool development and implementation activities, as well as the management of the 
Commercially Available LED Product Evaluation and Reporting (CALiPER) program. 

Currently, Ms. Taylor manages the Next Generation Lighting Systems (NGLS) competition, a highly successful, nationally 
recognized program which encourages technical innovation and promotes excellence in the design and implementation of 
energy-efficient LED connected lighting systems. 

 

Dan Blitzer, The Practical Lighting Workshop 
Mr. Blitzer is Principal of The Practical Lighting Workshop, a consultancy in lighting marketing and 
education. Dan serves as Faculty at the Philips Lighting Application Center and as a continuing 
educator for the American Lighting Association. In his consulting, communications, and educational 
practice, he brings over 35 years of experience to issues of lighting application, product evaluation, 
energy effectiveness, and sustainability. 

Dan is Lighting Certified and serves on the Steering Committee of the U.S. Department of Energy's 
Next Generation Lighting Systems design competition. He is a board member and past president of the Designer’s Lighting 
Forum of New York, a director and Treasurer of The Nuckolls Fund for Lighting Education, and a Fellow of the Illuminating 
Engineering Society. 

  



In the Dark: Emergency Lighting Requirements 
 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
This presentation will discuss the current emergency lighting requirements in the NYC Building Code, including egress 
illumination, options for emergency power systems (generator, inverter, battery pack, EM lights), challenges when 
combining an architectural dimming system with an emergency power system, and the issues that LEDs present for 
emergency lighting. After the presentation, the panel will take questions from the audience. 
 

Anne Cheney, MFLD 
Anne Cheney has a background in theatrical lighting design, with 20 years experience designing lighting 
for a broad range of architectural project types. She has a problem-solving approach to design which 
looks at design and engineering aspects of lighting systems. As a member of the Illuminating Engineering 
Society, she is an active member of the New York City Lighting Council (Lighting 311 and has served as a 
judge for the 2011 IESNYC Lumen Awards and the 2018 IESNA Illumination Awards. 
 

 
Kyle MacKenzie, PE, LEED AP BD+C 
Thomas Polise Consulting Engineer P.C. 
With over a decade of experience, Kyle is an electrical engineer who is well versed in designing and 
managing complex and large-scale building projects. Dedicated to the NYC engineering design 
community, Kyle recently became a member of the New York City Electrical Code Revision and 
Interpretation Committee, Fire Pumps and Special Conditions. As part of this Civic volunteer position Kyle 

is in the process of writing the 2019 NYC Electrical Code. Kyle is also a member and Panelist for the NYC Lighting Council 
(IESNA’s NYC design committee. Kyle holds a Master of Science in Energy Management and is licensed in the states of 
New York and New Jersey. In addition to his design experience prior to entering the design community, MacKenzie spent 
four years working for a mechanical contractor and an electrical contractor installing the systems he now specifies. 

Steve Terry 
Director of Standards and Industry Relations, ETC 
Steve Terry is currently the Director of Standards & Industry Relations at ETC. From 2004-2017, he was 
the Vice President of Research & Development at ETC, where he led the group that is responsible for 
global development of new products. 
He was appointed a member of National Electrical Code Panel 15 in 1994, and has served as the USITT 
representative to Code Panel 15 ever since. He is a member of many UL Standards Technical Panels 

including those for UL924—Emergency Lighting and Power Equipment, UL1008—Transfer Equipment, and UL8750—LED 
Equipment for Use in Lighting Products. He has been directly involved in many changes to NEC article 700—Emergency 
Systems—that have been critical to the changes in emergency control systems required by the move to LED emergency 
luminaires. 
Steve chaired the USITT Committee that wrote the internationally-accepted DMX512 standard for digital communications 
in lighting systems in 1986. He was inducted as a Fellow of the USITT in 2006. 

Steven Zirinsky 
AIA, NCARB, Partner 
Principal of Zirinsky Architecture PC, Steven is known for making complicated projects simple, innovative 
design and following through to completion. Construction projects vary in size and complexity - from new 
buildings to additions and renovations to landmark structures, from residential to commercial. 
After graduation from Carnegie-Mellon University in 1982, Steven worked in several firms in New York 

City- Perkins and Will, James D’Auria, and Kim Wang Associates before establishing his own firm with Frank Meier in 1991. 
Professional Committees Steven has served on include: NYC Energy Conservation Code Sub Committee (2014, 2016, 
2018), AIA Post Sandy Initiative (2014), NYC Buildings Code Revisions: Use, Occupancy Classification & Egress Technical 
Committee (2011-2012, 20018-19), New York AIA Building Code Committee Co-chairperson (2006-present), Architects 
Council of New York (2000-present), The New York Landmarks Conservancy, Landmarks West, and the IESNYC New York 
City Lighting Council/Lighting 311 (2014-present).  



The Poetics of Darkness 
 
Darkness has a transcendental and unique presence in the way we understand our world. Today our practice has stepped 
away from dim environments, increasing by all means the amount of light provided to achieve highly functional spaces 
through brightness. With this presentation, we aspire to reconcile the lighting design process with the ‘Poetics of 
Darkness’ by re-defining how designers might approach spatial solutions in today’s restrictive lighting environment of 
energy regulations. 
 
We aim to promote ‘The Poetics of Darkness’ as a creative tool, proposing to consider darkness as a broad spectrum with 
multiple nuances and intensities. Our objective is to demonstrate how, by carefully crafting layers of light and dark, we 
can unveil physical features through contrast, suggesting a new rhythm of spatial appreciation that will ultimately impact 
the perceptual and embodied experience in architecture. Furthermore, we seek to spark creative design strategies that 
recognize the value brought into space through the intentional use of darkness; inviting designers to consider it as a 
relative notion and a smart strategy that will enable stronger and more compelling narratives. 
 
Finally, this presentation will challenge and question light level recommendations and the idea that increasing brightness 
and adding more light fixtures equals successful environments. The higher goal is to encourage designers to advocate for 
the use of darkness, to fine-tune the amount of light in a space; developing balanced and successful design schemes that 
appeal to the multi-sensorial participation of the observer. The Poetics of Darkness’ will inspire designers to be more 
critical and conscious about the qualitative aspects of lighting design and to rethink it from a new perspective. 

Monica Llamas  
Lighting Designer, IES Member  
With experience in Guatemala and New York, Monica works with light to influence people’s 
perception and experience in space. As a lighting designer Monica is committed to further promote 
discussions about light and adjacent relevant themes to educate designers, clients and users about 
the relevance of our practice. For her work in this community Monica has been named one of North 
America's 40 most promising up-and-coming young designers, 40Under40, by Lighting Magazine.  

She graduated with a Bachelor of Architecture degree from Universidad Francisco Marroquin (Guatemala, GT - 2011) and 
a MFA Lighting Design degree from Parsons The New School for Design (New York, NY - 2015). 

 

Florencia Castro 
Lighting Designer, FLUX Studio 
Trained as an architect, Florencia recognizes the power of light and shadow to heighten the 
experience of the built environment. Her approach casts lighting design as creative, yet technical 
challenge; a complementary practice between daylight and electric light. With experience in 
architecture and lighting design in Mexico and NY, today she is part of Flux Studio lighting design 
team in New York City, working mostly in civic, institutional, and educational projects; to maximize 
the harmonious integration of light and architecture. As an active member of the community, 

Florencia has also led different seminars as part of the Master of Lighting Design Program at Parsons The New School for 
Design where she focuses on promoting dialogue and critical thinking about light. Florencia holds a Bachelor of 
Architecture from Universidad de las Americas Puebla [Puebla, Mexico - 2011] as well as a Master of Lighting Design 
degree from Parsons The New School for Design [New York, NY - 2015].  
  



 

Beyond Lighting:  
Challenges and Success from Integrating Lighting Controls, HVAC, & Plug Loads 
 

Lighting controls are becoming more advanced and are interfacing with other building systems including HVAC, plug 
loads, and other non-energy systems. However, as the system becomes more complex, unique challenges occur for 
designers, installers, and commissioning agents. 

Attendees will hear about multiple field evaluations of different levels of advanced lighting controls and learn about the 
challenges with those installations. A shocking number of fixtures have to be rotated in the space because the integrated 
sensors are in the wrong location. Using the lighting occupancy sensor to interface the HVAC system is easy on paper, but 
in practice involves multiple considerations. Receptacle (plug load) control has been a challenge to many end users and 
electrical engineers. How easy is it to use the lighting occupancy sensor to control the receptacles in a space? 

Although challenges might exist, this presentation will deliver solutions to attendees to overcome these challenges that 
will allow for a successful installation of lighting controls that operate more than just lighting. 

 

Michael Myer, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
Michael Myer has been with PNNL just under 11 years. Prior to joining PNNL, Michael worked as an 
architectural lighting designer in New York. Michael became an architectural lighting designer after 
completing his M.S. in Lighting from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and his B.A. in Theatre from 
Arizona State University. 

Since joining PNNL Michael has worked on a wide-ranging number of lighting projects. Michael splits 
his time across a variety of programs including Building Energy Codes and Federal Appliance 

Standards; Commercial Building Integration, and Advanced Lighting / solid-state lighting. These programs provide Michael 
with a cross-cutting point of view where he can borrow and share across the programs. Michael has been involved in 
many field evaluations and demonstrations. 

  



Community Friendly Lighting Training 101 

Community Friendly Lighting Training 101 is the first course in a series required to meet the Smart Outdoor Lighting 
Alliance (SOLA) Outdoor Lighting Best Practices Certification. 

Community Friendly Lighting best practices focuses on public lighting in residential neighborhoods and promotes 
pedestrian safety, visibility, and visual comfort while maximizing energy efficiency. Community Friendly Lighting best 
practices also minimizes glare, light trespass, skyglow and ecological disruption. 

This introductory session covers the practical application of Community Friendly Lighting, which includes Public outreach; 
Stakeholder engagement; Fixture Evaluation/Selection; Lighting design, Controls; Pilot testing; and Public Surveys. It is 
designed to prepare lighting design professionals, public officials, and lighting contractors to implement successful LED 
street lighting conversions by better understanding lighting quality and its impact on visual comfort and visibility. Topics 
will include how consistent public engagement improves outcomes; balancing luminance, uniformity and visual comfort to 
improve visibility; and choosing the best luminaire. 

During this 90-minute classroom-style session, attendees will be encouraged to participate by asking questions and 
presenting issues encountered in their work. Attendees will analyze lighting design plans and photos from actual 
installations and learn how to critically assess the importance of each element of Community Friendly Lighting in achieving 
successful LED conversions. 

For attendees that want to pursue the SOLA Outdoor Lighting Best Practices Certification, a separate written test will be 
give during lunch. You are not required to take the test to attend the session. 

 

Bob Parks, Smart Outdoor Lighting Alliance (SOLA) 
Bob Parks is an IES member, Lighting Certified (LC), and an ecological lighting designer/consultant. 
He currently serves as chair of the of the IES Outdoor Environmental Lighting committee, and is a 
former member of the IDA/IES Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) committee. 

Mr. Parks is the founder of the Virginia Outdoor Lighting Taskforce (VOLT), an all-volunteer, non-
profit, grassroots advocacy group working for safe and efficient outdoor lighting since 2000. 

He joined the International Dark-Sky Association in 2009 promoting night sky preservation issues and served as the 
Executive Director from 2010 to 2014. 

In 2014 Mr. Parks left IDA to form the non-profit Smart Outdoor Lighting Alliance (SOLA) to promote Smart Urban Lighting 
and ecologically responsible lighting design. SOLA works with cities to encourage the use of adaptive controls that 
maximize energy reduction while saving money, reducing CO2,and improving visibility & visual comfort. 

SOLA developed the Community Friendly Lighting Program in 2017 to provide specific guidelines for public lighting best 
practices. The program includes pro bono consulting, a lighting equipment certification program and a municipal 
designation for communities that deploy LED lighting that meet its best practice requirements. 

  



Transcending the Bowl – Stadium Lighting Beyond the Field 

As with the retail industry, there is a growing trend in sports hospitality that places emphasis on the guest experience and 
the celebration of the community and locale. Sport venues and stadiums are being redefined as central elements within a 
city, surrounded by hotels, apartments, theaters, and restaurants. Within the venue itself, added amenities include dining 
options featuring top chefs and the best in local cuisine, entertainment for the whole family, a walk back in time for the 
nostalgic, and retail fare beyond your basic jersey and fitted hat. These structures are being designed to accommodate a 
variable lineup of events beyond their athletic function, including music concerts, religious gatherings, political 
conventions, public conferences, and even holiday celebrations. Owners are seeking to enhance branding with emerging 
technology and sustainable building techniques, and this has had a significant impact on how spaces are illuminated. 
Attending an event has become a journey, where the seats and suites are the destination, with many opportunities to 
indulge along the way. Lighting effects and controls are becoming integral factors for enhancing the architecture and 
landscape and defining the individuality of a venue as feature elements and graphics. In this course we will explore these 
factors as we review strategies for successfully illuminating such important geographical icons. 

 

Stacie Dinwiddy, IALD, LC, LEED AP BD+C, ASSOC, IIDA 
KGM Architectural Lighting 
Stacie Dinwiddy works with KGM Architectural Lighting in the New York office. With over 12 years 
of professional experience, she is currently managing a variety of projects, with a focus on sports 
entertainment districts and retail shops as well as high-end residential and hospitality spaces. 

As a lighting designer, Stacie’s background is strengthened by her professional experience in the 
international market. She has been an integral member of design teams in New York, Los Angeles 
and London on a variety of projects through all phases of architectural project work. Her passion 

for creating an experience, traveling the world, and exceptional design results drives her talent and spirit on every project. 

Stacie holds a bachelor's degree in Architecture from the University of Southern California and maintains LC and LEED AP 
BD+C certifications. She is also a Professional member of the International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD) as well 
as an Associate member of the International Interior Design Association (IIDA). 

  



Bridging the Concept and Content of Lighting Design 

Beyond the familiar framework of a ‘Lighting Concept,’ projects are now considering ‘Lighting Content’ as a basis of 
design. This is not just a matter of changing lexicon, it is an indicator of how Design is evolving in an era of rapid 
technology integration. This integration leads to the next layer of lighting design composition. Just as the world of media 
once grew from newspapers to radio to television, and more recently from static page websites to streaming on mobile 
devices, lighting is intersecting with the Internet of things, becoming digitized, and evolving into something more than 
serviceable, static, mass-produced illumination. The emerging discipline of Lighting Content navigates complex lighting 
systems and building technologies to create dynamic, tunable, health centric, architecturally integrated, and overall more 
powerful experiences. Meanwhile, occupants are adapting to these new dimensions of their environment and to harness 
the full potential of the light around them. Is this the science of design, the art of programming or a grand social 
experiment? 

 

Adam Carangi, Lumenetix, Inc. 
Involved with lighting since 1995, Adam is a designer at heart with intrinsic ability to communicate, 
educate and speculate on most things related to light or the lighting industry. He has spent most of 
his time in the industry as a lighting designer, a position in which he is technically savvy and excels 
aesthetically. Here, he also founded a design firm, still growing today, after his departure from the 
everyday business. The remainder of his time ‘in lighting’ has been in sales. He has spent time as 
both an independent manufacturers agent, as well as in the specification sales channel directly for 
manufacturers. Expanding even more on this industry diversification, he has worked for both a 
luminaire maker as well as a source maker. In both of these roles working for factories, he spent his 

time primarily working with lighting designers, architectural and interior designers and engineers educating them and 
teaching them how to design with and utilize the best technology in luminaires to create a dynamic, successful design. He 
is a lighting professional who truly understands the essential elements to both the business and design demands of the 
lighting industry. 

 

Cy Eaton, Lumenetix, Inc. 
Throughout his eclectic 20-year career, Cy has served the lighting community as a designer, 
educator, technician, researcher, imagineer, and fire spinner. Cy studied psychology and theatrical 
design at Whitman College, followed by graduate studies in lighting sciences at the Light Research 
Center of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He is currently based in Los Angeles, supporting the next 
generation of source and color technology for the lighting design.  

  



Lighting Quality Metrics for Products and Projects 

Quality-of-light metrics are available to evaluate and predict the lighting quality characteristics of luminaires, including 
color quality, distribution, and glare performance. Achieving high quality of light in the actual built environment, however, 
depends both on the quality of light delivered by the luminaire and the overall design and application of the project. 

In this session the presenters will review and discuss a selection of quality metrics both at the luminaire and at the project 
level using several lighting project examples including retrofit and new construction. Using these examples, the session 
will illustrate the value of quality-of-light metrics both as tools for evaluating the potential lighting quality of a product, 
and for achieving good quality of light through lighting design and application. The session will also clarify when the use of 
specific quality metrics are appropriate, and where the limitations are. 

Ute Besenecker, DesignLights Consortium  
Dr. Ute Besenecker works for the DLC as Technical Manager for Lighting Quality. She focuses on 
policy development to foster the adoption of energy efficient, high quality lighting solutions that 
support human wellbeing, comfort and performance. Prior, Ute worked at Lighting Science 
Group as Senior Scientist and Director of HealthE Lighting. In addition, her background spans 
human factors research as well as professional design practice in lighting and architecture, 
working with well-known designers, amongst them Leni Schwendinger, Jan Moyer and Howard 
Brandston. She holds a Ph.D. in Architectural Sciences from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, as 
well as Master’s Degrees in Lighting and Architecture from the Lighting Research Center, 
Columbia University, Leibnitz Universität Hannover, and Polytechnico di Milano. Ute is a member 

of the IES, CIE and IALD. Her research has been presented at international conferences and published in peer-reviewed 
magazines. 
 

Kate Sweater, Dwaal Lighting Design 
Founder/ Principal of Dwaal Lighting Design - Kate Sweater has 15 years of experience in the 
lighting industry. She holds a Master of Science in Architectural Sciences (Lighting) from the 
Lighting Research Center (LRC) at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and a Bachelor of Fine Art 
(Furniture) from the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD). She is Lighting Certified by the NCQLP 
and is an Associate Member of the International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD). She is a 
member of the IES Museum and Gallery Lighting Committee as well as the Brightness Committee. 
Kate Sweater has extensive experience with human perception of lighting, lighting for art, and 
lighting for spaces ranging from high-end homes and hospitality to low-income housing and 
public spaces. 

Dwaal Lighting Design is known for research, alongside thoughtful creative design. We will try to discover the essence of 
the space and find ways to express this through lighting. We consider first and foremost the people who will be using, 
occupying or wandering through the spaces. Dwaal offers architectural lighting design at a high level of creative design, 
research and development, and technical proficiency. Dwaal has a reputation for advocating for the end-user while 
considering the broader goals of the project. Our goal is to design lighting that will make a positive difference. 

  



IoT Connected Lighting: A Design Guide 

PANEL DISCUSSION 
IoT Connected lighting systems provide challenges as well as opportunities for the Design Team and Owner. The IES has 
recently formed a new IoT Connected Lighting Committee to create a Design Guide to assist with planning. Lighting has 
the ability to take on a key role in developing a connected space. This session will review opportunities for connected light 
in typical project environments; discuss the lighting designer’s enhanced role as well as providing a knowledge base on 
technology options and features. Additionally, we will uncover steps to take in the planning process, discuss potential 
pitfalls and include a case study on a realized project. 

Jered Widmer, IALD, MIES, The Lighting Practice 
Jered Widmer, IALD, MIES, Principal with The Lighting Practice has 18 years of experience designing 
lighting for a variety of academic, corporate, retail, hospitality, healthcare, and liturgical projects. He 
merges creative principles and techniques to enhance the user environment. Jered educates clients 
and team members through a collaborative design process, facilitating a better understanding of the 
impact of lighting. 

As a specifier, Jered is actively integrating IoT lighting technology into projects nationwide, including 
one of our nation’s largest retailers. His extensive range of experience has provided unique insight into how IoT can 
benefit end-users. He is an early adopter of smart home technology and uses his home to test new products and 
integration concepts that merge lighting, sound, heating/cooling, video, and window shading solutions. 

As an educator and member of the lighting community, Jered has served fourteen years as an adjunct professor at Drexel 
University, educating architectural students on lighting. He is extremely active as a Professional member of the IALD and 
IES. With the IES, he has held the position as the Philadelphia-section President and continues to remain active as a board 
member and volunteer. On a National level, he is serving his tenth year on the IES Progress Report Committee – currently 
holding the role of Chair. With the IALD, Jered has just been re-elected to his second 2-year position on the Membership 
Committee. 

Paula Ziegenbein, Hartranft Lighting Design 
As senior project manager with Hartranft Lighting Design, Paula’s work includes diverse projects in 
education, mixed use residential, hospitality, museums, offices, retail and transportation. She brings 
more than 28 years of experience in the lighting industry, and a perspective informed through 
service in key product development and strategic marketing roles with Global lighting leader OSRAM. 
 
 
 

 
 

Ardra Paige Zinkon, CLD, IALD CLD, IALD, MIES, Tec Studio 
Ardra Paige Zinkon is the President of Tec Studio, a lighting and technology design firm located in 
Columbus, Ohio. Ms. Zinkon is recognized as a Certified Lighting Designer (CLD) by the Certified 
Lighting Design Commission and is a fully accredited Professional member of the International 
Association of Lighting Designers (IALD). Ms. Zinkon is also an active member of the Illuminating 
Engineering Society (IES) where she has served as a Director-at-Large on the IES Board of Directors. 
In addition, she contributes to the following national committees to maintain her expertise in the 
industry: Co-Chair of the IES IoT Connected Lighting Committee, IES Progress Report Committee and 

the IES Library Lighting Committee. Additional national speaking engagements include: Lightfair International, IALD 
Enlighten Americas Conference, IES Annual Conference, NeoCon, and GovEnergy.  
  



Integration of Acoustic Control in Lighting Fixtures  

Contemporary commercial and office environments are an evolving landscape that have tended towards an increase in 
open concept design that promote flexible and dynamic work spaces. Collaborative work spaces combined with an 
aesthetic that features unfinished ceilings, hard surfaces and an increased use of glass panels lead to an increased noise 
management problem. We see this as an opportunity for new and innovative lighting fixture design that can help 
attenuate this problem. 
 

Francois Renaud, Eureka Lighting and A-Light 
Francois Renaud is the Design Director for Eureka Lighting and a-Lights, two divisions of the 
Luminaires Group. Having started out as an Industrial Designer, Francois has grown into an 
inspiring Design Director, who has a proven track record as a leader. His ability to focus and 
motivate his teams has resulted in the development of many award-winning and successful 
products, including multiple Red Dot, PIA and NGL prizes. 

 

 

Dirk Zylstra, Luminaires Group  
Dirk Zylstra is the VP of Design for the Luminaires Group and Visiting Professor of Industrial Design 
at the Université de Montréal. Dirk has been designing and leading design teams for over 20 years 
and is now focused on the strategic and innovative future of products for TLG. During his career, he 
is proud to have worked with a wide range of talented designers and engineers to create many 
award-winning and high performing products, but his greatest achievement is having converted so 
many young and unsuspecting individuals into the “cult of lighting.” 

  



Introduction to LiFi 

LiFi allows devices to connect wirelessly to the Internet using light spectrum offering unprecedented data and bandwidth. 
WiFi systems have speeds from 54 Mbps to 1 Gbps. LiFi has been tested up to 11 Gbps from a single LED. LiFi opens up 
spectrum 10,000 times greater than WiFi. The LumEfficient ORES is one of the first LiFi enabled fixtures in the world. 
LiFi, like WiFi, allows devices to connect wirelessly to the Internet. While WiFi uses radio signals to connect, LiFi uses light 
spectrum which can enable unprecedented data and bandwidth. The emergence of more connected devices compete for 
bandwidth and radio Frequencies, like WiFi, are running out of space. LiFi uses the frequencies of light waves, which are 
1000 times more plentiful than radio frequencies. A hacker can sit in a parking lot and gain access to data. However, LiFi is 
line-of-site, meaning a hacker would have to actually be in the building to penetrate the system. 

 

Randy Reid, LumEfficient 
Randy Reid has helped shape the lighting market over the past three decades. Randy began his 
career in 1983 with GE Lighting where he worked in various capacities, including National Sales 
Manager for Crescent Electric. In 1989, GE sold its ballast division to Valmont, and Reid joined the 
company as Western Region Manager. In 2002, he founded the US Division of Metrolight, an 
Israeli-based startup. In 2009, Reid joined LUXIM, then a Silicon Valley startup, in the position of 
Vice President, Marketing. At the same time, he launched a new company, LumEfficient, to 
promote and sell LUXIM’s Light Emitting Plasma™ line. Today, LumEfficient is now 100% dedicated 
to LED technology. 

Randy served as President of the Illuminating Engineering Society in 2002-2003. He also held positions of RVP Director, 
Treasurer, and Senior Vice President. Randy was chairman of the IES Annual Conference in 2010 and received the 
President’s Award in 2011. 

He was a member of the LIGHTFAIR Management Committee in 2001-2003, and served on the LIGHTFAIR Advisory 
Committee in 2006. 

Since 1999, Randy has published the EdisonReport, focused on the Business of Lighting™. He holds a Bachelor of Science 
from University of Alabama and an M.B.A. from the University of Tennessee. 

  



Lighting Art  

PANEL DISCUSSION 
A panel discussion addressing the age-old question; should art be lit in the same light conditions that the artist created 
the piece, or should it be lit to look as good as it can? A panel made up of four diverse panelists from different 
backgrounds and all currently involved with the lighting design around art will share opinions revolved around this 
question. We will explore the philosophy as well as the technical aspects of lighting pieces ranging from ancient to 
modern art. This is an opinion-based conversation where different lighting designers with different perspectives will 
discuss their methods for lighting art. The purpose of the panel is to spread knowledge and critical thinking when it comes 
to lighting ancient art versus modern art as well as art that is meant to be sold vs art that is meant to be preserved. The 
panelists will be posed questions that are meant to drive a discussion about the different ways to light art both technically 
and philosophically. This discussion will be presented in conjunction with Women in Lighting Design. 
 

Rachel Gibney, Available Light 
Rachel first began her career as a theatrical lighting designer working for companies such as Elks 
Opera House, Arizona Repertory Theatre and The Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey. Now as a 
Senior Associate for Available Light in New York, Rachel works on a variety of projects including 
architectural, museum and trade shows. Rachel's museum projects have included the lighting and 
conservation of artifacts and art work ranging from the ancient Dead Sea Scroll fragments to 
George Washington's War Tent to the Constitution. Her award- winning projects include the 2015 
IALD Award of Merit and 2014 AL Magazine Design Award for the National Archives Rotunda. IES 
awards for the National Postal Museum, The Neural Climber and the Museum of the Bible. In 2017 

she was named one of Lighting Magazine’s International 40 under 40 lighting designers. 
 
 

Ted Mather, Available Light 
Ted has lit theatre, dance and entertainment architecture around the world for the past 31 years. He 
has been Associate Lighting Designer on over 20 Broadway and touring productions including “La 
Bete”, “God of Carnage”, “Equus”, “Oklahoma!”, “Swan Lake”, “Art”, “Beauty and the Beast”, “Les 
Miserable”, and “Miss Saigon”. A decade in Las Vegas included work on the Mirage volcano, the 
Pirate show at Treasure Island, the Masquerade Show in the Sky at the Rio, and “EFX!” at the MGM 
Grand Hotel. As the Managing Principal of Available Light in New York, he designs museum and 
exhibit installations, covering subjects like Spies, Pirates, Fossils, Wars and Hippies. He has won 

awards including the Lumen, THEA, IES Illumination Awards, the Lucy G. Moses Landmarks Conservancy award, and the 
Redden award for Corporate and Event Lighting. 
 
 

Anita Jorgensen, IES, IALD, LC, LEED GA, 
Anita Jorgensen Lighting Design 
Anita Jorgensen received a BA in Art History/Fine Arts, Magna Cum Laude from CUNY Hunter 
College; and an MFA from New York University. Anita Jorgensen Lighting Design (AJLD) was founded 
in 1996 and Anita has been practicing architectural lighting design for over twenty-five years. Her 
background in art history as well as theatrical lighting design brings a strong sense of aesthetics and 
drama to her design approach. Anita's extensive hands-on experience gained while working at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art translates into specifications for lighting systems which meet the 

immediate lighting requirements, address sustainable durability, ease of maintenance and long-term flexibility. Among 
AJLD's current museum clients are: The Frick Collection, The Morgan Library, The Ringling Museum of Art, Museum of the 
City of NY, New York Botanical Garden, RISD Museum, National Trust for Historic Preservation, Shaker Museum Mt. 
Lebanon, The Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, and the National Museum of the American Indian D.C for which AJLD 
won an IES award of Merit for the "Americans" permanent exhibition. Two of AJLD's recently completed projects are 
included on the current New York Times' "Best Art of 2018" list. 

 continued… 



Amy Nelson, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Amy Nelson, IESNA and LEED Green Associate, is a Lighting Designer at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, where she works on Special Exhibitions for the Met 5th Avenue, the Met Breuer and the 
Met Cloisters. She is involved in gallery renovations and rotations, as well as capital projects. 
During her six-year tenure at the Met, she has worked on over 400 exhibitions. Most recently, she 
was lead designer for Jewelry: The Body Transformed and Epic Abstraction at the Met 5th 
Avenue, as well as Jack Whitten and Siah Armajani at the Met Breuer. 

With a background in Fine Arts and Interior Lighting Design, Amy is the perfect blend of creative 
innovation and informed practicality. Amy holds a BFA from Pratt Institute, with a focus in 

Sculpture, as well as her MPS in Interior Lighting Design from the New York School of Interior Design. 

In addition to her work at the Met, she has been the Lighting Designer for several of the Bard Graduate Center’s 
exhibitions. Currently she is working on the design for a new Fine Art Gallery in Montclair, NJ. 

 

Rick Shaver, LC, IES, Edison Price Lighting 
After studying lighting in the Architectural Engineering program at Penn State University, Rick 
established a lighting design practice in 1977 that continues uninterrupted to this day. For the 
past four decades he has additionally been the head of Research and Development at Edison 
Price Lighting. In that position Rick has directed the design of many and varied track and 
recessed fixtures suitable for the lighting of art as well as for more general purposes. Rick 
combines his passion for art and his background as a lighting designer in developing unique 
products that are currently used in museums and galleries worldwide. 
  



Starving for Darkness – How Light Pollution Impacts Wildlife 

Since the industrial revolution, natural ecosystems spend more and more time bathed in artificial light within a 24-hour 
cycle. How does this lack of darkness impact wildlife? How does the obstruction of the night’s sky impact bird migration 
and whale migration? Much of the study of light and health has been dedicated to the impact of light upon humans, 
however animals and plants are also intrinsically photosensitive. How can we rethink design and codes to alleviate some 
of the harmful effects? 
 
 

Jane Slade, MID, LC, IES, Speclines 
Jane Slade is the Specification Sales Manager for Speclines in Massachusetts. Slade is a recent 
Richard Kelly Grant recipient for her explorations into the social and emotional impacts of light, 
through her work in creating lighting fixtures from waste materials in India, and through art 
installations focused on manipulating emotional experiences with light and color. Slade is a 
member of the IES Committee for Outdoor Environmental Lighting. She is also an artist utilizing 
light as a medium, and a yoga teacher in her home city, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

  



Integrating Circadian/WELL Simulation into Lighting Design Decisions 

With the increasing interest in Circadian and WELL building standards for Lighting Design, we are often asked to quantify 
our metrics. ALFA, a program designed to develop and test circadian lighting strategies has been recently released. This 
presentation offers insight to how our office (Lumen Architecture) has implemented ALFA as a tool to guide design 
decisions to meet WELL standards and Circadian Lighting metrics. 
 

Mike Thai, Lumen Architecture 
Trained as an Architect/Lighting Designer, Mike Thai came from a background in music, 
mathematics, physics and fine arts before completing his studies in architecture and lighting from 
Parsons The New School for Design. His work and experiments delve into sustainable practice that 
services a wide population beyond niche high end demographics. As a designer, he has worked on 
an array of projects ranging from LEED certified passive houses, design build community 
engagement spaces, and pop up installations in public spaces. He advises on the representational 
aesthetics to communicate design concepts to clients and the public, through rendering, drawings 
and animations. 

 

 

Natalia Lesniak, Lumen Architecture 
Architectural lighting designer Natalia Lesniak is a multidisciplinary practitioner with a background 
and education in the arts and sciences, from the Cooper Union School of Art and the Lighting 
Research Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. She has worked on experiments and research 
that focus on the impact of light on circadian rhythms, cognitive performance, and the 
development of research based light therapy and design strategies. As a designer she works on a 
range of residential, office, hospitality, retail, and other commercial projects. She advises on the 
application of circadian research in architectural lighting. 

  



Open Light Source: A Path Toward Lighting Design Activism 

Imagine lighting practice as activism. In this presentation, Nathalie Rozot will explain what differences rule project 
processes and product specifications in humanitarian actions versus typical lighting design projects, and how the 
nonprofit PhoScope proposes to scale-up humanitarian lighting design and education. 

Light poverty is highly relevant to our field because it also starves populations from the qualities that result from lighting 
expertise, but social engagement in lighting lags behind other design and engineering fields and part of the problem is 
unfamiliarity. Ms. Rozot will explain how the off-grid market, product selection and QAQC processes differ from the 
commercial-grade architectural lighting market since solar-powered fixtures are often part of the solution in the absence 
of electricity, and she will show how successful projects result from community ownership and require strong local 
community organizations and effective team collaboration between designers and all local stakeholders. 

PhoScope recently launched the Recreo de Noche program to rapidly deploy lighting on playgrounds in Puerto Rico as the 
preamble to its broader vision and strategy: bridge the lighting industry and light-starved communities. The initiative 
includes several Project Programs which are based on program-wide templates and offer multiple project opportunities, a 
Volunteer Training Program, and a framework to support teams with project logistics and open source databases and 
toolkits. 

Many in the lighting field already support social engagement and excel at solving complex problems, accelerating 
innovation and engaging constituents. Now is the time to extend our expertise and share our knowledge, and become the 
lighting activists who lift lives and shift our industry’s culture. 

 

Nathalie Rozot, PhoScope 
Nathalie Rozot is a transdisciplinary designer who situated her design practice in lighting design in 
2000 and the founder and CEO of PhoScope, think tank on light. 

Rozot is the recipient of awards from the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) of North America, 
grants from the City of Paris, the New York State Council for the Arts, the New York State Energy 
Development Agency and Parsons; fellowships from the Graham Foundation for Architecture, the 
MacDowell Colony and the New York Foundation for the Arts; and sponsorships from the New 
York Foundation for the Arts and the Van Alen Institute. 

She has taught in Masters programs at Parsons and Versailles and Lille’s Landscape Architecture schools, and served as 
education columnist for the IES publication LD+A and academic and professional juror. She writes and lectures globally on 
social and critical issues in lighting. 

Rozot is a member of the IES and an educator member of the IALD. 

  



Deciphering IECC, ASHRAE 90.1 and Title 24, Part 6:  
Lighting and Lighting Control Requirements 

Deciphering IECC, ASHRAE 90.1, and Title 24, Part 6 lighting and lighting control requirements and determining how to 
meet compliance can be challenging. All three energy codes and standards share similar requirements and have become 
more complex over time. Add to that the complexity of different states and municipalities adhering to different versions 
of IECC and ASHRAE 90.1 and it can be even more confusing. 

Join this presentation to compare the similarities and differences between IECC, ASHRAE 90.1, and Title 24, Part 6 and 
how they have evolved with each revision. The presenters will simplify the code requirements and offer valuable insights 
to gaining an understanding of what each revision requires. You will learn how to adjust plans and systems to address the 
needs of each unique space to have a huge impact on design and energy savings. 

They will also discuss how the DLC has emerged as a major player in accelerating the widespread adoption of high-
performing Networked Lighting Controls in commercial buildings and qualifying systems for utility incentives and rebates. 
Understanding what the DLC requires, and what is available, is key in designing future-proof lighting systems and making 
the most of local, state, and national rebate incentives. 

 

Michael Lehman, Leviton 
Michael Lehman is a lighting industry, design, and education professional with over 25 years of 
experience. Currently he is the General Manager of ConTech Lighting. In addition, he has held 
leadership positions at Eaton and several entertainment organizations in the areas of design, 
marketing, application engineering, training, and product development where he has earned 22 
new product awards and a patent. He has also worked as a lighting designer on over 300 
architectural and entertainment projects, for which he has earned several international lighting 
design awards.  

He is Lighting Certified by the NCQLP, a LEED AP ID+C, a Green Globes Professional, a Certified Lighting Control 
Professional, and an active member of the Illuminating Engineering Society where he serves on several committees. He 
also has extensive educational experience with the professional design community as an AIA and USGBC Educator and 
with institutes of higher education as an Adjunct Professor. He has taught on a wide range of subjects including lighting 
design, sustainability, human health, energy management, controls, leadership, and marketing.  

He holds a BA in Theatre Design and an MBA from Saint Mary’s University of Minnesota. He has also earned two Graduate 
Certificates from Harvard University in Sustainability Leadership and Building for Health. His continuing passion is to 
create and educate about the Lighting Experience, which is designed to benefit people, our places, and our planet alike. 

   

Paul Farris, Leviton 
Paul Farris offers thirty years of experience in the electrical industry. He worked at General Electric 
as a sales manager for switchgear in the Industrial Sales and National Accounts space. From there, 
he became a Lighting Controls Sales Manager for a manufacturer’s representative firm. Farris is 
currently the Northeast Regional Sales Manager for the Energy Management, Controls and 
Automation division of Leviton. Farris holds a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from 
Northeastern University and an MBA from Babson College. 
  



Lighting in an IPD Process 

PANEL DISCUSSION 
The IPD (Integrated Project Delivery) describes a new trend in Architecture which reminds us of the traditional Gothic 
Architecture. The panel consisting of a discipline leader, a lighting designer and an interior designer, will discuss the 
process for the New Pavilion for the University of Pennsylvania in detail. The discussion will include how it involves the 
client, the designers and the construction team. The process and the colocation provide different challenges and 
advantages which will be presented. The financial aspect with the Live Target Value Design will be explained with 
examples. Hands on coordination as well as mockups have great impact on a design for IPD. The value of performing 
multiple mockups will be discussed. 
 

Sara Gally, NCDIQ 
Sara Gally is an interior designer specializing in the design of Healthcare Facilities, working with 
multidisciplinary teams to deliver complex architectural projects. Her passion is designing beautiful 
spaces that impact people and improve their quality of life in some way, whether it is how efficiently 
they work, how effectively the collaborate, or how quickly they heal. In addition to her work in the 
professional architectural field, Sara has a passion for teaching. She has over 10-years  
experience teaching at the university level, specifically interior design studios focused on Human 
Behavior and Design Demographics, as well as an undergraduate course for Design Visualization. 

 

Daryl Bodewin, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, NCARB, HDR 
Daryl brings over 20 years of delivering projects for a diverse range of clients and working within a 
diverse range of delivery methods. He is known for his management skills and solutions-driven 
approach to project delivery. Essential to this process is to understand clients’ needs and the 
challenges around the project and to be able to tailor a delivery process specific for that project’s 
success. 

He has relevant large project experience in New York City and other metropolitan areas, working 
with large, multi-disciplinary teams of designers, engineers and contractors to deliver large, complex urban projects. 

 

Paul Daniel, HDR 
Paul is a Senior Lighting Designer at HDR specializing in lighting design for Healthcare and Science 
and Technology facilities. Paul received multiple lighting design awards from IESNA and led multiple 
presentations at the IES local Philadelphia. Paul has also been a speaker at bi-yearly events such as 
Illuminate Philadelphia. Paul’s intuition in lighting design, overall experience as well as his technical 
expertise achieved multiple award-winning projects such as Hartford hospital and GE Oil and Gas 
Center. With 20 years of expertise, Paul mentors fellow designers in the Philadelphia area and in his 
old school; Parsons school of Design. 

  



Design Implications of Circadian Lighting 

Our understanding of the effects of lighting on human health and our circadian systems is constantly advancing. There are 
many scientific discoveries happening, but as designers, how does this affect our decision making? This presentation will 
take a look at various aspects of lighting, and the ways that circadian lighting can influence design decisions, from high 
level decisions concerning building use, occupant health goals, and the mood of the space, to nitty gritty decisions 
concerning CCT, SPD, and controls. 
 

Dorothy Underwood, KGM Lighting 
Dorothy Underwood is a Senior Designer with KGM Architectural Lighting in the New York office. 
She manages a variety of projects, from sports arenas to high end residential, including key projects 
such as the new NFL stadium in Los Angeles, and the award-winning Ballroom Renovation at the 
New York Botanical Gardens. 

Dorothy worked in a number of different related positions before becoming a lighting designer, 
including interning at architecture firms, and working as an application sciences professional at LAS. 
These experiences have helped to strengthen her understanding of not just lighting, but the 

surrounding professions as well. These various lenses of viewing projects are a great asset when collaborating with other 
consultants, and keeping the big picture of each project in mind. 

Dorothy holds an MS in Architectural Sciences with a Concentration in Lighting, as well as a B.Arch from Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY. She also holds LC and LEED AP BD+C certifications. 

  



Guidelines for Specifying Light Fixtures in WELL Projects:  
What to Consider and What to Avoid  

As members of the lighting community, we keep hearing about WELL standard everywhere. There has been an explosion 
of interest in the idea of buildings as health intervention tools. The new standard focusing on human health crossed the 
205 million square feet threshold for registered and certified projects in 39 countries around the world and it is becoming 
a popular trend in the building industry. 

One chapter of WELL standard is dedicated to lighting. It provides guidelines for minimizing disturbance to human body’s 
circadian system, increasing productivity and providing appropriate visual acuity. The new version of WELL (i.e., V2) 
provides more flexibility and options for lighting designer to illuminate a ‘WELL lit’ space. 

WELL defines new standards for visual comfort and it adapts new metrics for circadian rhythm lighting. Achieving these 
goals would only be possible by specifying pertinent products for each application. Although these guidelines are pretty 
straightforward, and it’s been about 1 year since the release of V2, it seems that gathering all required data is not easily 
feasible for lighting designers. Despite the high demand, many lighting manufactures don’t provide all the required 
information that lighting designers need for specifying right fixtures for WELL projects. 

This seminar gives an overview of the lighting requirements in WELL standard and it will focus on key factors that lighting 
designers need to consider before specifying lighting fixtures. It provides practical recommendations and strategies for 
both lighting designers and manufacturers who are interested in WELL or are working on a project pursuing WELL 
certification. 

 

Shahrzad Abtahi, Lightcraft (Division of AKF Group) 
Shahrzad is the director of lighting design at Lightcraft. She holds a Bachelor of Engineering in 
Architectural Design and Master of Arts in Interior Architecture. Shahrzad teaches lighting and 
design courses at Suffolk University and Boston architectural college and is a Board Member of the 
Designers Lighting Forum of New England. Shahrzad is also an active member of the Illuminating 
Engineering Society and the International Association of Lighting Designers. Shahrzad is one of the 
first Lighting Designers to earn WELL Accreditation and she is a frequent speaker at multiple 
lighting and architectural conferences throughout the country. In 2018 she was named one of 
North America's Top 40 under 40 Lighting Designers by Lighting Magazine.  

  



Designing Supportive Environments for Low Vision: Effective Tools and Techniques 

As a member of both the IES RP-28 Lighting for the Aged and Partially Sighted Committee, and the National Institute of 
Building Sciences’ Low Vision Design Committee, Mr. Guarnaccia will explore a multidisciplinary approach to empower 
those with low vision in their quest to lead independent and fulfilled lives. This presentation will share basic principles and 
some evidence-based guidance developed for IES/ANSI RP-28-16 and the NIBS Low Vision Design Guidelines that 
designers can employ as they integrate lighting systems into supportive environments for the 17 million Americans who 
live within the spectrum of low vision. 

 

Greg Guarnaccia, DoublEdge Design 
The founder and principal designer of DoublEdge Design, Greg Guarnaccia, has been practicing 
lighting design for over 25 years. He has been involved with a variety of project types from mid-
rise commercial and residential buildings to mixed-use projects, hospitality projects, schools, 
museums, offices and performing arts centers. 

Mr. Guarnaccia is Lighting Certified by the National Council on Qualifications for the Lighting 
Professions and is a LEED Accredited Professional. 

He is a past President and the current Education Chair of the Baltimore Chapter of the 
Illuminating Engineering Society. Mr. Guarnaccia is an active member of two IES national committees including Lighting 
For The Aged & Partially Sighted. As a member of this committee, he has contributed to the revision of the IES technical 
publication ANSI/IES RP-28-16 “Recommend Practice for Lighting and the Visual Environment for Senior Living” released in 
2017. Mr. Guarnaccia also represents the IES as a voting member of the ICC-ANSI A117.1 Accessibility Standard 
committee that has recently published the latest version of the standard. 

Mr. Guarnaccia is also an active member of the National Institute of Building Sciences' Low Vision Design committee 
where he contributed to the recently published Design Guidelines for the Visual Environment. Mr. Guarnaccia has been 
published in Lighting Design & Applications and has taught lighting design in the architecture department at Anne Arundel 
Community College. 

  



Time is Money: Examining the Lighting Design and Manufacturer Relationship 

PANEL DISCUSSION 
Our time is a scarce resource as lighting designers. We do our best to stay in the LED & controls loop — we join IALD, 
write IES RP’s, go to LightFair. When manufacturers consume even more billable time to show us the latest and greatest, 
we end up in a repetitive blur of technology instead of creating memorable experiences. So, how do we make the sales 
and design relationship more effective? More enjoyable? In this panel, we’ll discuss vendor trips, lunch and learns, and 
office visits to inspire a new way of thinking about the value of time. 
 

Brienne Willcock, Illuminart (Division of Peter Basso Associates) 
Brienne Willcock is a Senior Associate in Lighting Design with Illuminart, a division of Peter Basso 
Associates, near Detroit, MI. Her design perspective is built with a unique combination of technical 
insight, creativity, and design sensibility. Brienne often serves as a Project Manager of in-depth 
investigations of LED luminaire comparisons and product research, and assists clients with design 
guidelines and standards, and complex economic analyses. She is past-president of the IES Detroit 
Section, past IES Annual Conference Chair, and named an Honorary Affiliate of the American Institute 
of Architects. 

 
 
Angelica Santana, CM Kling + Associates 
After graduation from Penn State, Angelica moved to New York City where she worked with Cline 
Bettridge Bernstein Lighting Design on a variety of national and international projects. Angelica joined 
CM KLING + ASSOCIATES in 2013. Her lighting design and project management portfolio includes 
hospitality, sports, government, civic and residential projects. She became an Associate in 2016. 
Angelica is Lighting Certified and an Engineer In Training. She is the District Vice Chair, member of the 
Conference Planning Committee, and the Past President for the Illuminating Engineering Society, DC 
chapter. She speaks at industry conferences and has taught a Lighting Design Fundamentals courses. 

In 2014, LD+A magazine featured her as a leader in the lighting design emerging professional community. 

Lisa Reed, Envision Lighting Design 
Lisa loves light! Her lighting is less about fixtures and footcandles and more about the feeling light 
evokes. Her goal on every project is to create beautiful, comfortable, sustainable solutions. She 
applies the visual and non-visual qualities of light to her designs to define space and impact people. 

Lisa regularly lectures on lighting and has presented at UCLA, USC, Cal State Long Beach, Maryville 
University, ASID, IES St. Louis, USGBC Mo Gateway Chapter, NeoCon 2012 and 2018, LED Specifier 
Summit 2013 and 2017, IALD Enlighten Americas 2014 and 2018, and LightFair International in 
2015 and 2016. 

 

Peter Hugh, Hugh Lighting Design 
Peter A. Hugh has been practicing architectural lighting design for over 30 years. An award-winning 
designer, he founded Hugh Lighting Design, LLC on the belief and philosophical conviction of a 
lighting firm based on providing creative, dynamic spaces grounded within realities of project run 
disciplines and attentiveness to lighting of spaces for people and their emotional ties to the space. 
He is actively involved with the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America. He currently 
serves as Chair of the Light+Design committee, Vice Chair for the Hospitality Committee and also on 
the Marks Committee. Mr. Hugh is also a professional member of the International Association of 
Lighting Designers. 

continued… 



 

Jana Owens, Fluxwerx 
A graduate of Kansas State University, Jana is the Midwest Regional Sales Manager for Fluxwerx 
Illumination. In her position, she supports agencies across the midwest and drives specification sales 
for a growing company with incredible momentum. Currently, Jana is the chair of the national IES 
Illumination Awards Committee and also serves on the board of the Kansas City Section. 

Prior to joining Fluxwerx, Jana served as electrical engineer and architectural lighting designer at 
Henderson Engineers, Inc. from 2008 through 2017. In her position at Henderson, Jana managed 

lighting and electrical design projects for large scale commercial, retail, and educational establishments, and collaborated 
on the development of various internal standards including occupancy sensor specification, lighting control specification, 
and light fixture schedule specification standards. She is a recipient of numerous IES Illumination Awards for Lighting 
Design (2013 + 2014 + 2017). 

  



Rethinking The Ceiling: A Lighting Perspective 

This session poses the question: instead of being one of the final components added to the ceiling, what if lighting was the 
base element around which all other parts were added? Explore how the intersection of layered lighting, tunable color, 
acoustics, controls, integration, and human factors will revolutionize the way spaces are illuminated and the subjective 
experiences that can be created. What are the characteristics of integrated ceiling illumination systems? What benefits 
will they bring? Who will be responsible for specifying them? Where will the revolution start? And where will it end? 

Clara Powell, Cooledge Lighting 
With over 25 years of experience in architectural lighting and LED solutions, Clara Powell is 
currently focused on delivering innovative integrated lighting solutions, specifically luminous 
surfaces, that expand lighting horizons from a world of points and lines to one of luminous planes. 
At Cooledge Lighting she has spent her time working collaboratively with the local architectural and 
design community to both drive sales for the company and to educate designers on the benefits of 
using luminous surfaces for primary illumination applications. 

Clara has deep connections to the New York lighting market with a history of introducing new 
products, technologies and ideas in a variety of roles for prominent lighting manufacturers. Prior to joining Cooledge 
Lighting, Clara held management roles in both strategic marketing and national sales for established lighting 
manufacturers as well as cutting-edge start-ups and has led teams driving LED transformations in the architectural lighting 
market. 

Clara began her career as a lighting designer working for renowned firms in New York City. She holds a Masters Degree of 
Interior Design from Pratt Institute, receiving a Richard Kelly Grant for her thesis, is a past two-term president of the IES 
New York Section and currently serves as the IESNYC Lumen Awards Co-Chair. 

  



Get a Grip On Color Science 

What is ‘white’ light? How is it defined? What is Duv? How can products with the same CCT appear different? What 
exactly are MacAdam Ellipses? What is color rendering, holistically, and what are the drawbacks of CRI? What is a multi-
metric system and what is IES TM-30-18? These questions, and many more, will be addressed in this comprehensive talk 
about color science. This session is designed for the lighting professional who finds it difficult to navigate the current state 
of color science and is looking to cut through the fog. This session will present technical information in an easy-to-digest 
manner and attendees will leave with a much stronger understanding of color science and associated metrics (many of 
which you may already use!). Current trends in color science research will be discussed, IES TM-30-18 Specification 
Guidance will be provided. 

After this session, lighting professionals/specifiers will be better equipped to interpret colorimetric information and better 
suited to request color information from the manufacturers they work with. By increasing our understanding of color 
science, expanding our vocabulary, and fostering constructive dialogue about color specification, the quality of our 
lighting solutions will be enhanced, and the overall benefit of lighting design will be elevated. 

Wendy Luedtke, ETC 
Ms. Luedtke is the product technology specialist for color at ETC and is a member of its Advance 
Research Group (ARG). She is the chair of the Color Committee for the Illuminating Engineering 
Society of North America and a member of the ESTA-TSP Photometrics Working Group and United 
Scenic Artists Local 829. Previously, she was the product manager for color and lighting at Rosco 
Laboratories, Inc. 

Ms. Luedtke has more than 15 years of experience designing lighting for theater, live 
entertainment, corporate events, and architectural projects. She holds a BFA in Technical 

Production from New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts, where she later served for more than a decade as an 
adjunct instructor. 

 

Tony Esposito, Lyralux 
Tony graduated from Penn State University in 2016 with a PhD in Architectural Engineering and a 
minor in statistics. His dissertation explored human responses to various light spectra with 
strategically varied average fidelity, average gamut, and gamut shape. His research offers an 
improved method for predicting color discrimination, validation of several trends in color research, 
and a simplified method for the quantification and specification of gamut shape. 

Tony has won the Robert J. Besal Scholarship four times, received EP funding to attend the IES and 
IALD annual conferences, and previously served as a graduate fellow on an education grant from 

the National Science Foundation. He has delivered several guest lectures on lighting fundamentals and design, and has 
lectured nationally and internationally on color science. 

Tony currently serves as a voting member on the IES Color Committee, IES Educational Material Review Committee, and 
the IES Annual Conference Steering Committee. He is currently the Principal Scientist at a young startup called Lyralux. 

  



Why “Compatibility” is the Magic Word in Controlling LEDs 

Controlling LEDs today means dimming. Dimming LEDs is only easy when ‘Compatibility’ is 100%, and that is either a 
magical or an exacting process. Since most of us are not Harry Potter, that means:  

1) there has to be an exact match between the LED module/engine and the driver — almost always done by the 
lighting fixture manufacturer;  
2) there has to be an exact compatibility match between the LED driver and the dimmer control — done by a 
variety of manufacturer/design/construction team members;  
3) there has to be an exact compatibility match of the interconnecting wiring between fixture/driver and the 
dimmer control — done by the installing electrical contractor; and, most important;  
4) there has been an exact compatibility match of industry terms/definitions and client expectations.  

This last item requires the human interaction and understanding that we all started to learn in the 1st grade, but don’t 
always have time to apply during the rush of design and construction. Creating and following a complete check list for 
success must be done early and re-confirmed every time a design/construction change is made—not really complicated, 
but not really a default process. Defining the vocabulary used in this check list and who is responsible for each step is the 
goal of this presentation. The presentation will include a list of the basic requirements to succeed in dimming LEDs, as 
well as advanced techniques that can be simply defined to allow a better chance of success in meeting design expression, 
code requirements and client expectations. 

 

Manny Feris, Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 
Manny Feris is senior member OEM team and joined Lutron in a sales role providing NYC based 
technical support to architects, engineers, lighting designers and interior designers. He has 
represented Lutron at national and regional trade shows, including ASID, Light Fair, AIA and 
Philadelphia Lights. 

Mr. Feris has conducted multiple seminars on all aspects of lighting and lighting controls for varied 
customer groups and in-house seminars at interior designer, architectural, engineering and lighting 
design firms. 

He taught “Lighting Fundamentals” course for the New York Section Illuminating Engineering Society and is currently on 
staff at New Jersey Institute of Technology/School of Architecture – Lighting Design elective for 
graduates/undergraduates. He has a Bachelor of Science-Physics Major/ American History Minor degree. 

  



The Era of Smart Buildings:  
The Internet of Things and the Adoption of Power over Ethernet 

PANEL DISCUSSION 
Power Over Ethernet has evolved beyond a mainstream topic of conversation for commercial properties. Customer 
demand for PoE lighting platforms is increasing as products, software, installation and service costs offer a dramatic 
competitive value compared to traditional lighting solutions. Combined with cumulative energy cost savings and incentive 
programs, end-users and property owners are embracing the implementation and integration of PoE technology as it 
gains momentum throughout commercial real estate. 

Key Focus Points of this Panel Discussion will Include:  
• Flexibility and capability of these systems to potential new tenants.  
• Incentives to upgrade vs code (Con Ed initial incentive, on-going energy savings ability to enter Demand Response 
program)  
• Value-add creation to lease space 

James A. Pirot, Managing Principal – Cresa 
James Pirot leads the Integrated Control Solutions Team and Project Management Services for the 
New York office of Cresa. For the past 30 years Jim has operated and managed commercial, 
residential, industrial, retail and hotel properties here in New York and throughout the United States. 
Jim’s experience provides occupiers with project advisory and management solutions that meet their 
ever-changing needs. He approaches his role as a full-service project advisor integrated into the 
client’s operating culture. With a diversified client base, Jim has experience in working through 
project management challenges faced by occupiers in within today’s vast array of businesses. 

Prior to Cresa, Jim gained served as the Executive Director of Facilities and Real Estate at the School for Visual Arts (SVA) 
in New York City. He was a Principal of Design & Construction Consulting Services for The Staubach Company and also 
served as a Senior Vice President of Property Management and Operations, Helmsley Organization 

Jim has a strong foundation in the world of commercial real estate, as he is a current member of the Real Estate Board of 
New York, Building Owners and Managers Association, CoreNet and a former member of the Real Advisory Board on 
Labor Relations. 

Carol Jones, LC, VP, Integrated Systems Development - Axis Lighting 
Carol Jones is the VP of Integrated Systems Development at Axis Lighting. Her role is to proactively 
engage with multiple lighting control and sensor manufacturers to support thoughtful and functional 
integration with luminaires and applications. She is especially committed to supporting quality lighting 
along with high value IoT apps that benefit customers and occupants in commercial environments. 

One of her highest values and goals is simplicity and ease of use, and she leverages change in many 
directions to that end. She has been a leader in the transformation of the lighting industry with 

experience in lighting applications, emerging technologies, lighting quality, human factors research, best practices, energy 
efficiency, customer insights, system innovation, and most recently, the Internet of Things. 

Carol has long been at the forefront of bringing higher value intelligent lighting into reality, and is enthusiastic about how 
it will change our world for the better. Prior to joining Axis, she worked at Enlighted, Philips Lighting, Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, and HLB Lighting Design. 

Carol has 30 years of experience in lighting and has been committed to the progress and development of the industry 
through intensive professional association work as well as conference presentations and publications. 

continued… 



Peter Jacobson, Lighting Specialist – Con Edison 
Con Edison's lighting specialist, subject matter expert and liaison to the lighting industry since 1991, 
his responsibilities include support for their Energy Efficiency programs, Facility Management and 
Research & Development projects. 

He is on the Board of Managers for the Illuminating Engineering Society New York section and 
member of the (IES) Progress Report & Energy Efficiency Programs Committees. 

 

Mitchell Bloomberg, Principal - International Lights, Inc. 
Mitchell Bloomberg has over 35 years of experience in the lighting industry. He is currently the 
Principal of International Lights, a New York City based lighting sales agency. Throughout his career, 
Mitchell has extensively collaborated with architects, lighting designers, contractors, developers and 
electrical distributors locally, nationally and globally. 

Mitchell is one of the founders of Picasso Lighting, an architectural lighting company that creates 
state of the art LED luminaries. Prior to International Lights, he was the President of The Lighting 

Group in New York City and served as a Vice President of Lightolier for 20 years. He is involved with IBEW Local 3 and has 
been member of the IES for over 25 years. 

 

Ronald S. Zeccardi, President - BOMA New York and General Manager - The Moinian Group 
Ron is the current president of BOMA New York. Ron has a Bachelor of Arts from Suffolk University 
in Boston, and he has been a member of BOMA New York for 12 years. He is currently the Chair of 
the Personnel Committee and the Finance & Oversight Committee. He also is a member of the 
BOMA New York Codes & Regulations/Government Affairs, Preparedness and Energy/Sustainability 
and Professional Development Committees. 

Ron has served as the Chair of the BOMA New York Advocacy Response Committee since 2011, Co-
Chair of Codes and Regulation Committee. 

Ron was named the 2012-13 Outstanding Local Member of the Year and a two-time recipient of the Presidents’ Award in 
2011 and 2013. Ron and his wife Elaine have two children and reside in Long Island. 

Dario Gristina, Chairman & CEO – CPL Group USA 
Dario Gristina’s entrepreneurial and engineering abilities have allowed him to build, operate and 
successfully exit several businesses over the past 30 years. Over the course of his career he has 
acquired extensive experience in all aspects of business enterprises including, but not limited to 
corporate governance, financial reporting, service and technology business operations, establishing 
and maintaining intellectual property, marketing and sales, coupled with overall management 
strategies as applicable to all facets of business operations. 

Early in Mr. Gristina’s career he endeavored in mastering several engineering and computer 
programming disciplines, which coupled with his passion for physics, astronomy and quantum mechanics, and a keen 
business perspicacity, has served as a foundation for his creative efforts, embodied in several patent applications on file 
with the USP&TO. 

Dario’s experience in the commercial real estate service sector spans 3 decades and, while more focused on electrical 
infrastructure and systems, it has given him a thorough understanding and a good degree of knowledge on all aspects of 
construction disciplines. Having worked in the industry for a large part of his life he has a vast number of contacts and 
continues to enjoy solid professional relationships with several major real estate companies in the NY metro Area. 



Spec It Like You Mean It:  
How to Make Sure You Get What You Want and What You Need 

The transition to LED’s has dramatically changed our workspace. This is not news. The original value proposition of more 
light, for less power has been fulfilled, but not uniformly, and not always with design utility as the driving force. With the 
number of manufacturers promising a “spec grade downlight at <$200 DN” increasing on a daily basis, it’s becoming 
harder and harder to marry luminaires from different lines into a coherent specification package. One means of correcting 
for the eccentricities of differing priorities is through a well thought out, thorough control specification. This can be a 
daunting task as virtually all manufacturers are capable of providing multiple approaches to control—sometimes with 
differing results. In the past, it was enough to know which fixtures needed to dim, but current code requirements and a 
variety of technologies which may or may not work together makes a clear specification essential. This presentation will 
provide guidance about common areas of difficulty, and will discuss the use of the control narrative as a specification tool 
and as a means of communicating design intent in a clear and coherent manner. 

Shoshanna Segal, Luminous Flux 
Shoshanna A. Segal is the Founder and Principal of Luminous Flux, LLC, an architectural lighting 
design studio in New York City. Ms. Segal views lighting design as the opportunity to stand at the 
nexus of technology, social interaction, and commerce. This concept guides her belief that lighting 
design must continually strive to balance the needs of efficiency, aesthetics, and performance. 

Ms. Segal is a frequent guest speaker for a number of professional groups throughout the 
Northeast. She is among the first lighting professionals (and the first woman) in the world to 
receive the international certification, CLD having demonstrated mastery in seven domains of 

lighting design as established by the CLD Global organization and the International Association of Lighting Designers. She 
is a professional member of the I.A.L.D. and is a LEED Accredited Professional. 

  



Humble Street Lights No More – LED and Smart City Case Study 

Mr. Ebrahimian will present the overview of Street Lighting in the City of Los Angeles including Modern and Decorative 
LED Conversion Programs. His presentation will include deployment of Controls and Smart City Initiatives and how in 
recent years, streetlights have become desirable for deployment of new technologies and various cutting edge and 
revenue generating opportunities. 

Ed Ebrahimian, ENE-HUB 
Ed Ebrahimian has more than 30 years of experience in Street Lighting in both public and private 
sector. For 15 years, He was the General Manager of the Bureau of Street Lighting in the City of 
Los Angeles where he oversaw and managed the operations of the 2nd largest municipal street 
lighting system in the country. 

Mr. Ebrahimian will present the overview of Street Lighting in the City of Los Angeles including 
Modern and Decorative LED Conversion Programs. His presentation will include deployment of 
Controls and Smart City Initiatives and how in recent years, streetlights have become desirable for 

deployment of new technologies and various cutting edge and revenue generating applications, Humble streetlight NO 
MORE! 

  



Horticulture LED Lighting Solutions  

For over a hundred years plants have been grown indoors; to cook with, to purify the air, for medicinal purposes or just 
for pleasure. While the methods have changed, the need to provide food and medicine for an expanding population is 
becoming even more pronounced today. Combined with a sharper focus on organically grown materials, non-GMOs and 
the legalization of medical and recreational cannabis business, you get an understanding of how much this market is 
worth to the electrical industry. 

Lighting applications can vary from multi-acre greenhouses to small indoor grows, all the way to restaurants now offering 
farm-to-market menus. News outlets are reporting that the growing medical and recreational cannabis industry currently 
sweeping the nation is expected to top $146.4B by 2025. 

There is a lot more to horticulture lighting than just running a lamp over a plant. Choosing between various fixture types, 
light sources, color spectrums, PAR outputs, distribution footprints, CRIs and CCTs can make entry into this market sector 
very intimidating. Lighting professionals can help cut through a lot of the confusion with their in-depth product 
knowledge, but the real opportunities are gained from combining the product expertise of lighting professionals with the 
real-world, practical application experience and knowledge.  

 

Greg Alaura, Barron Lighting Group 
Greg Alaura has spent over 20 years in positions throughout the lighting industry; from product 
research & development through market implementation to end user installation and product 
support. Greg's resume includes work as an installing contractor, many positions throughout the 
electrical distribution channel, with the last 13 years at a lighting manufacturer where he holds 
multiple patents for luminaire designs. His most recent career focus has been on the emerging 
indoor horticulture lighting industry creating horticulture specific standards and building a 
traditional electrical distribution channel for indoor grow lighting products. Greg has been with 
Barron Lighting Group since 2005. 

 

  


